The Rayleigh scattering has to be largely suppressed in high-Q whispering-gallery modes in microspheres because of restrictions imposed on scattering angles by cavity confinement. Earlier estimates of the fundamental limit for the quality factor in fused-silica microspheres are revisited, and Q Ӎ 10 12 is predicted in fewmillimeter-size fused-silica spheres, if the surface hydration problem is ovecome. Particular effects of surface scattering losses are analyzed, and the manifestation of scattering in the form of intermode coupling is calculated. The predominant effect of counterpropagating mode coupling (intracavity backscattering) is analyzed in the presence of a mode-matched traveling-wave coupler. As much as 100% resonance reflection regime is shown to be feasible.
INTRODUCTION
Optical microsphere resonators 1 with whispering-gallery (WG) modes, with their unique combination of a very high quality factor (as great as 10 10 ) and submillimeter size, are attractive new building blocks for applications in optoelectronics and measurement science. Currently, microspheres are prepared by the fusion of silica or other glass preforms in the flame of a microburner or in the CO 2 laser beam. Microspheres can be, for example, used as interferometers and filters with record finesse, 2, 3 as ultrasmall volume photon traps in cavity QED experiments, 1, 4, 5 and as a compact and efficient tool for laser frequency locking 6 (the last application allows the creation of ultracompact inexpensive tunable lasers with a sub-kHz linewidth).
Basic electrodynamics theory of WG modes is given in classical monographs (see, for example, Ref. 7) . The high-Q resonances in spherical dielectric particles have been extensively investigated in the past two decades in connection with scattering in aerosols. 8 Solid microspheres as functional microcavities attracted an increasing interest in recent years and prompted a number of theoretical and experimental studies focused on the properties of highly confined WG modes, methods of effective evanescent wave coupling, and different applications.
For most applications, the crucial motivation factor is a very high Q factor of WG modes, ultimately limited by optical attenuation in the cavity material. Mechanisms that limit the Q of microspheres, such as bending losses, scattering on residual surface inhomogeneities, and coupling losses, have been outlined in several papers. Recent experiments have shown that in the absence of ambient absorbers (including even a single monolayer of water chemosorbed on the surface), quality factors as high as Q Ӎ 8 ϫ 10 9 -very close to the fundamental limit defined by material attenuation-can be obtained in the visible and the near-IR bands. 9, 3 Experiments are currently underway to investigate the possibility of achieving ever higher Q closer to the minimum of attenuation of fused silica, 1.55 m.
In all previous estimates of the quality-factor limitation, it was implied that the material-related losses in microspheres can adequately be modeled by the same planewave attenuation coefficient that is known for plane waves in the bulk medium and has been measured by fiber-optic methods. This is not, however, a straightforward assumption, because one of the two basic components of loss-Rayleigh scattering-can be modified inside the three-dimensional cavity. The scattering effects in microspheres were formerly analyzed incompletely. Scattering leads not only to the limitation of the Q factor but also to the intermode coupling. Most significant, it couples initially degenerate counterpropagating modes in the spheres and creates the intracavity feedback mechanism instrumental for the laser frequency locking application. In the frequency domain, intracavity backscattering is observed as the splitting of initially degenerate WG mode resonances and the occurrence of characteristic mode doublets. This effect was first observed and reported briefly in Ref. 10 and later addressed in more detail 11 that included, along with experimental data, initial semiqualitative estimates of the splitting. More recently, the doublet structure of WG modes that are due to backscattering was identified in Ref. 6 , where this effect was used as a source of resonance optical feedback for narrowing the linewidth of a semiconductor laser. Except for these basic estimates, no explicit analysis was done for backscattering in microspheres proper and for the parameters of resonance feedback in evanescent couplers. The least elaborated estimate remained analysis of surface scattering effects. It was best illustrated by discrepancies in both numerical and analytic estimates of scattering losses as functions of resonator size and wavelength of probing light. 1, 3, 9, 12 In this paper we present a complete analysis of scattering effects in high-Q microsphere cavities. The two goals of the calculations are (1) to analyze modification of the Rayleigh scattering losses in microspheres (both by volumetric and surface inhomogeneities) and reassess the fundamental limit for the quality factor and (2) to analyze formation of the intracavity backscattered wave (in the presence of an evanescent coupler) and calculate explicit parameters of the backscattering doublet.
SCATTERING BY INTERNAL THERMODYNAMICAL INHOMOGENEITIES AND THE QUALITY FACTOR OF MICROSPHERES
Intrinsic scattering and absorption losses in microresonators were previously estimated from the bulk losses as
where n is the index of refraction, ␣ is the intensity attenuation coefficient, and is the wavelength. It implies that linear attenuation for whispering-gallery modes, considered as closed resonant waves circulating in the sphere, is identical to that of plane waves in the bulk medium. However, this approach is not quite accurate for scattering. Let us review here the method of derivation of scattering coefficient ␣ (see, for example, Ref. 13 ) to see what modifications should be made in Eq. (1) to take into account specific features of the microspheres. Let us divide the whole volume of the medium into small volumes dv, each having, owing to fluctuations, dielectric constant ⑀(r) ϭ ␦⑀(r) ϩ ⑀ 0 . Internal small inhomogeneities in the field of the mode behave as dipoles that re-emit light in all directions according to the Rayleigh formula, (2) where is the angle between the dipole axis (coinciding with polarization of field) and direction of scattering and r is the distance from the scatterer. The next step is to integrate Eq. (2) over all angles on a large sphere (r → ϱ) to obtain total power of scattering:
However, for the microsphere this approach is not correct. We should take into account the total internal reflection.
Within the quasi-geometrical approach, we have to assume that the beams falling on the surface under the angle larger than critical one, ␥ 0 ϭ arcsin(1/n), will (1) be fed back into the mode (if this angle lies inside the mode's caustic), (2) be suppressed in destructive interference during several reflections, or (3) be fed into the caustic of another mode (overlapping with the original one in frequency domain)-thus leading to intermode coupling. Because of the rareness of mode spectrum and a very high quality factor, the third effect can be neglected (the specific case of coupling between oppositely circulating degenerate modes is separately analyzed below). Therefore only beams that fall under angles less than critical one should be added to scattering losses. We should also disregard here partially reflected beams under ␥ 0 Ͼ arcsin(1/n) because they leave the resonator after a few reflections. Conditions for the cutoff angles for TE and TM modes are the following,
where d is the distance of the dipole from the surface and a is the radius of the microsphere. If d Ӷ a (which is always correct for high-Q whispering-gallery modes, the first terms in Eqs. (4) may be omitted, and hence the result will not depend on the size of the resonator. We skip here further derivation of ␣ by calculating thermodynamical calculations, since the conditions of angular cutoff do not interfere with it.
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(Rigorously speaking, in very small spheres even thermodynamic calculations have to be modified owing to the discreteness of the phonon spectrum. In our case, however, with a diameter of a few hundred micrometers, bulk thermodynamics stands.) The plane-wave scattering in the bulk is 13 ␣ is ϭ 8
where ''is'' denotes internal scattering, is the Boltzman constant, T is the effective temperature of glassification (ϳ1500 K for fused silica), ␤ T is the isothermic compressibility, and p is the Pockels coefficient of optoelasticity at this temperature. Angular cutoff conditions may be taken into account by the introduction of suppression coefficients:
This coefficient K TE,TM is equal to the ratio of complete scattered power over the power scattered into the angles satisfying conditions (4) . Numerical calculations of the integrals with account of angular cutoff for fused-silica microspheres (n ϭ 1.45) yield
This result indicates that up to nearly one-order-ofmagnitude suppression of bulk scattering losses can be expected in microspheres, compared with plane-wave propagation in continuous silica. Maximum suppression is predicted for TM modes. As follows from further calculations, however, TM modes have a larger field on the interface and therefore have larger losses that are due to scattering by surface inhomogeneities and absorption by surface contaminants.
SCATTERING BY SURFACE INHOMOGENEITIES
To analyze the surface scattering, by analogy with Section 2, we shall calculate the modified value of linear attenuation ␣ ss that describes losses of traveling wave per unit length. We can start with the same expression in integral form (2) but now shall take into account only surface inhomogeneities. As before, we should integrate this expression over angles with an account of the total internal reflection, but for surface dipoles the part scattered to outside the sphere is all loss. From the symmetry of the integrals, the suppression coefficient for scattering loss due to angular cutoff can be expressed through the above-calculated bulk scattering suppression coefficients as 2K TE,TM /(K TE,TM ϩ 1). As before, let us start with the calculation of linear attenuation that is due to surface scattering. Let the wave with intensity distribution I( y, z) travel along a guiding surface parallel to the local x axis; the y axis is in the plane of the surface, and the z axis is orthogonal to the surface. Small surface roughness can be modeled by the inhomogeneity of the dielectric constant,
where ␦ (z) is a delta function. If surface inhomogeneities are weakly correlated and their correlation function quickly tends to zero at distances much smaller than the wavelength of light, roughness may be described by only two parameters: variance ϭ ͓͗ f(x, y) 2 
͔͘
1/2 and correlation length B. In this case
Thus considering that the power of the wave is equal to P ϭ ͐I( y, z)dydz and considering that the wave travels close to the surface, we obtain
Now we turn back to the microsphere to calculate the ratio of intensities in the above expression. For simplicity we limit ourselves to the TE mode, which usually has a higher quality factor. As the intensity is proportional to the square of the electric field, and fields are described by Bessel functions, using the same approximations as in Ref.
14 we obtain for the TE mode:
Finally, we obtain expression for the quality-factor limitation by surface scattering losses:
This expression is different from that given in Ref. 
For the estimates of surface scattering, the sphere radius of a ϭ 1 mm was taken (Fig. 1) , and the surfacescattering-limited Q factor scales linearly with the radius. Therefore, in the visible range, the predicted suppression of bulk losses is compensated for submillimeter spheres by surface scattering, and values higher than Q Ӎ 8 ϫ 10
9 demonstrated in an experiment with 600-800 m spheres may not be expected. At longer wavelengths, however, much larger Q's can be expected than was earlier predicted. For very large spheres (several millimeters in diameter), quality factors sufficiently higher than 10 11 can be obtained, and Q Ӎ 10 12 may be expected as Rayleigh scattering can reportedly be further lowered by heat treatment, at least by 25%. 16 [An earlier prediction for the fundamental maximum of Q in microspheres was Q Ӎ 1.5 ϫ 10 11 (Ref. 1).] Experimental demonstration of the predicted ultrahigh quality factors in microspheres requires that extrinsic loss mechanisms be avoided. One of those is optical absorption by chemosorbed layers of OH Ϫ ions and water. According to Refs. 3 and 9, in the visible range at 633 nm in normal laboratory conditions, deposition of an ϳ1.5 water monolayer during the first ϳ100 s from sphere fabrication results in a drop of quality factor from Q Ӎ 8 Fig. 1 . Quality-factor limitation by modified Rayleigh and surface scattering losses in fused-silica spheres; incorporated are literature data 13 ,15 on UV and IR absorption: (1) surface scattering limitation, sphere radius 1 mm; (2) volumetric losses, TM modes; (3) volumetric losses, TE modes; (4) volumetric losses, calculated from plane-wave attenuation in the bulk; (5) experimental data for 600-800 m spheres.
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Vol. 17, No. 6 / June 2000 / J. Opt. Soc. Am. Bϫ 10 9 to (2...3) ϫ 10 9 in spheres of diameter of 600 m. The added losses due to adsorbate should scale linearly with a (similar to surface scattering), but the dependence of the absorbate losses on wavelength is unknown. It is known, however, that in bulk silica, hydroxyl ions produce a vibronic absorption peak at ϭ 2.73 m and overtones at 1.37, 0.95, 0.725, and 0.586 m.
Quality-factor limitation by surface scattering in microspheres, as calculated above from the atomic force microscope data on surface roughness, may not be considered as final. Thermodynamic estimates suggest that the inhomogeneities can be made smaller if an appropriate preparation procedure is found. According to current theory, surface roughness may be attributed to surface capillary waves frozen during solidification. These waves produce fluctuations,
where Y L M is a spherical angular function and L Ͼ 1. If, according to thermodynamics principles, each wave has energy T, then
where is the surface-tension coefficient ϳ200 dyn/cm for fused silica at temperature T ϭ 1500 K. As estimates show, the size of these fluctuations will be several times less than was measured in Ref. 3 . However, it is worth mentioning that the correlation function, calculated for such inhomogeneities, has a logarithmic shape and therefore may not be characterized by correlation length, and another approach has to be developed to calculate surface losses with better precision.
MODE COUPLING BY INHOMOGENEITIES: A GENERAL APPROACH
Coupling of modes in microspheres because of scattering on surface and internal inhomogeneities may be described with the variational approach. Random deviations of the dielectric constant may be written in the form
where F(r) is the random radial function and f(, ) is the random angular function. In the particular case of small surface roughness, random fluctuations of the surface of the sphere may be described as
and expression (16) may be written as
From the Maxwell equation, the wave equation for the fields inside the microsphere with inhomogeneities can be obtained, as follows:
The solutions of an unperturbed equation without inhomogeneities (if ␦⑀ ϭ 0) have the form
where e j (r, , ) is the vector harmonic that satisfies the Helmholtz equation,
index j corresponds to all possible types of oscillations, and j ϭ 0 corresponds to the initially excited mode. Using the method of slowly varying amplitudes, we find the solution as
After substituting this sum into Eq. (19) and omitting small terms, we obtain
After multiplication of this equation on e j * and integration over the whole volume, with account of the modes' orthogonality, we obtain the usual equations for coupled modes:
where
In this expression it is the random function ␦⑀ that leads to the coupling between e j and e k . We are interested only in the modulus of the coefficient ␤ jk , which determines the rate of energy transfer between the modes. If the value of inhomogeneities and their correlation length are very small compared with the wavelength, we can average ␤ jk 2 to find that
where V jk is an overlap volume of modes:
In the most interesting case of coupling between the two modes A ϩ (t) and A Ϫ (t), traveling inside the microsphere in opposite directions, the field distributions for these two modes differ only by phase factor exp(Ϯim). In this case e j ϭ e k * and V jk transform into an effective volume of field localization:
MODE COUPLING BY INHOMOGENEITIES: BACKSCATTERING AND THE RESONANCE FEEDBACK IN AN EVANESCENT COUPLER
To analyze the consequences of internal coupling between counterrotating modes on the output characteristics of a resonator, we can use the same quasi-geometrical approach that we used in Ref. 14 to analyze coupler devices for the microspheres. For simplicity, we analyze here only the case of an ideally mode-matched (or monomode) coupler device. The set of equations for the internal and external amplitudes looks as follows:
where A ϩ (t) and A Ϫ (t) are, as before, the amplitudes of oppositely circulating modes of the total internal reflection in the resonator (Fig. 2) to model the whisperinggallery modes. B in is the amplitude of pump, and B t and B r are output amplitudes transmitted and reflected in the coupler. T is the amplitude transmittance coefficient, describing the coupler; ␦ 0 ϭ 2n/␣ is the decrement of internal losses; ␦ c ϭ T 2 /2 0 is the decrement of the coupler device; 0 is the circulation time 0 Ӎ 2na/c; and ⌬ is frequency detuning from unperturbed resonance frequency 0 (for details, see Ref. 9) . The stationary solution of Eqs. (29) is the following:
If the internal mode coupling constant is smaller than at- 14. In temporal language it means that internal coupling simply has no time to build up the backscattered wave during the ringdown time. It is interesting to note, however, that the regime of critical coupling (when B t ϭ 0) is shifted and obtained not for ␦ c ϭ ␦ 0 but for ␦ c 2 ϭ ␦ 0 2 ϩ ␤ 2 and that in this case not all input power is lost in the resonator but some part of it is reflected back into the coupler:
This means that ringdown time is equal to the time needed to repump the circulating mode in an oppositely circulating one.
The case of ␤ у ␦ 0 ϩ ␦ c is much more interesting and even leads to somewhat unexpected results. In this case there are two resonances at frequencies ⌬ ϭ Ϯ͓␤
i.e., internal coupling lifts the degeneracy between sine and cosine standing modes in the microsphere, and there is enough time to form them. All intensities in resonances in this case do not depend on ␤: What is interesting and not evident intuitively is that if
part of input power is backscattered, whereas transmitted power tends to zero. All these regimes are clearly seen in Fig. 3 . This property may be valuable for future applications of microspheres in laser stabilization. To verify this result, additional experiments are required. In our preliminary experiments, we observed repeatedly that backscattering was absent when there was no splitting and also that the backscattered power weakly depended on loading, whereas doublets were clearly seen. Similar observations was reported in Ref. 11.
MODE COUPLING BY INHOMOGENEITIES: PARAMETERS OF THE NORMAL MODE SPLITTING
Mode coupling leads to resolved splitting of initially degenerate modes: If ␤ constant is much larger than the mode decrement of internal and coupling attenuation,
If thermodynamical inhomogeneities are calculated in the same way as before, then 
In this way, for TE ll1 mode in fused-silica microsphere we obtain
If l m, the following asymptotic approximation is valid:
Now let us analyze the case of mode splitting that is due to the surface inhomogeneities. From Eqs. (25) and (8) after averaging,
or for TE ll1 mode in fused silica microsphere,
It is easy to show that for the measured size of surface inhomogeneities, 3 the above expressions give a substantially lower level of coupling between modes than internal inhomogeneities [formula (36)].
Explicit comparison of the theoretical prediction for mode splitting ⌬/ with experimental observations requires independent assessment of bulk scattering ␣ is in the material of particular sphere, as well as knowledge of the type of excited mode for correct evaluation of V eff .
Previous experimental reports did not have enough data for such a comparison. However, we consider the calculation results in reasonable-order of magnitudeagreement with the values of splitting observed in experiments. 6, 10, 11 Indeed, for a smallest volume mode TE ll1 in 150-m silica sphere at 633 nm, formula (36) predicts the splitting of 30 MHz-compared with 7 MHz observed in our experiment. 10 The discrepancy should be attributed to a larger volume of actually excited whispering-gallery modes.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion we have analyzed the effect of the volumetric (Rayleigh) and surface scattering on the quality factor and mode coupling in high-Q optical microsphere cavities. It is shown that the Rayleigh scattering has to be largely suppressed for whispering-gallery modes in microspheres compared with plane-wave propagation in continuous medium, and also surface scattering losses have to be significantly altered. This reduction of scattering losses is due to restrictions imposed on permitted scattering angles by cavity confinement (i.e., discrete spectrum and very high Q of eigenmodes). As a result, earlier estimates of the fundamental limit for the Q factor have to be revisited: Q Ӎ 10 12 is shown to be feasible in few-millimeter-size fused-silica spheres, if surface hydration problem is overcome. Modified expressions for surface scattering losses confirm the linear reduction of loss with increasing sphere diameter 3, 9 and the 3 dependence of the related limit of Q on the wavelength.
We have analyzed in detail the manifestation of scattering in the form of mode coupling, the main observable effect being the resonance intracavity backscatteringcoupling within the pair of initially degenerate counterpropagating WG modes. Explicit expressions and numerical estimates are obtained for the parameters of resulting mode doublets (in frequency domain), and in addition the problem of resonance reflection is solved for a system of microsphere and a traveling-wave evanescent coupler device. It is shown, in particular, that regimes with as much as 100% resonance reflection are feasible with a mode-matched coupler and appropriately tailored coupling strength-important for laser frequency locking applications.
